TouchMagix releases free software updates for their hit titles
SpaceWarp 66 & Carnival Cups
Featuring new Attract videos, adaptive difficulty levels and new Barcade features.
June 14, 2021

With Covid-19 vaccination in full swing, the Amusement and Family Entertainment Industry is
getting back to regular footfall levels. TouchMagix, a manufacturer of new-age redemption games,
has been working on taking their arcade games experiences to the next level.
"We've been conversing with our partners in the industry to understand ways of enhancing our
arcade games' experience. The latest software releases have been designed to meet the demands of
our partners, and to provide even better experiences to our patrons," said Jayesh Kariya, CEO of
TouchMagix.
The hit game SpaceWarp 66 3.0 software update comes with:
• A new and improved Attract Video and Sound to pique interest.
• Adaptive difficulty level based on the user’s skill for the first 10 rings in Redemption Mode.
• New update for Barcade Mode to beat the high score. Barcade mode sets the machine to
dispense 1 ticket for beating the daily or all time high score, which can be redeemed by
patrons for food or drinks.
The popular game Carnival Cups 3.0 software update comes with:
• New and more achievable game length setting of 4-level gameplay instead of 5-levels, to
enable more repeat plays and quicker turnaround on busy days.
• Game length setting choice for operators between 4-level and 5-level, with default set to 4level gameplay.
• Changes to Attract Video for improved communication of payouts and stages.

The software upgrades are free for existing units and come built-in with new units shipped.
Operators can contact their local distributor or send an email to <support at touchmagix dot com>
to avail this free software upgrade.

About TouchMagix®
TouchMagix is a manufacturer of new-age and never-seen-before coin-operated redemption games
in the USA, with a world-class R&D facility in Pune, India. These games are skill-based, highly
addictive and have high repeat value leading to proven ROI for operators worldwide. TouchMagix's
latest line-up of arcade games includes: Carnival Cups, SpaceWarp 66, Drift ‘N’ Thrift, Dicey Jump,
Hop N Stack and MagixFloor.
TouchMagix also offers a new variety of interactive display solutions like Interactive Floor and
Interactive Wall. TouchMagix has also partnered with Brunswick® to introduce Spark®
technology, the industry’s first immersive and interactive scoring experience, that revolutionises
the on-lane projection experience in bowling.
Visit:
http://touchmagix.com
https://instagram.com/touchmagix_usa
https://facebook.com/touchmagix
https://www.linkedin.com/company/touchmagix-media

